RETURNS WITH REVERSE VENDING MACHINE
CANS / PLASTIC BOTTLES
Confirm the change every time you take a full transport unit out of the machine.
Sort cans and plastic bottles separately

Return all cans, including non-deposit ones. Return only plastic bottles with Palpa´s deposit marking.
Return in a Palpa box or a vending machine bag

Regardless of whether the RVM sorts the beverage package on the table or in the container, the information
of the beverage package received by the RVM is stored in the memory of the RVM. The box or vending
machine bag may contain both compressed and non-compressed beverage packages (cans/plastic bottles).
Palpa box

Assemble and tape the box according to the instructions.
The box should be filled with a RVM sorter.
Seal the box and attach a Palpa sticker to the side of the box on the far side.
Use an EUR pallet below the box.
Vending machine bag (blue print)

There are two sizes of bags: a vending machine bag and a larger 1/2 EUR bag.
Leave at least 30 cm empty so that the bag stays closed during transport.
Attach a Palpa sticker to the bag tie when closing the bag.
The tie cannot be reopened.

GLASS BOTTLES
Confirm the change every time you take a full transport unit out of the machine.
Return glass bottles as empty and intact in a glass container

There are two sizes of glass containers: a large container
(600 L, deposit 150 € VAT 24 %) and a small container (240 L, deposit 80 € VAT 24 %).
Attach a Palpa sticker to the container or to the tie band

Attach the sticker to the rim of the glass container (600 L) or to the tie band (240 L).
Please make sure that the container does not have a readable sticker from the previous
user. Remove extra stickers or make them unreadable by crossing out the barcodes.

NOTE! It is not allowed to put garbage or other impurities in the returns.

If the return is made in violation of the instructions, Palpa is entitled to sanction the return
location for non-compliance with the instructions. The beverage supplier has the right to
refuse to accept packaged transport units in violation of the instructions.
Logistics and packaging supplies

The beverage supplier picks up the bags and full containers in connection with a beverage delivery.
The driver of the beverage supplier reads the barcodes and delivers the bags to the operator.
Order additional containers and a pickup for extra and broken containers from the beverage supplier. Mark
returnable containers with a Palpa sticker. The beverage supplier debits and credits the container deposit in
connection with a delivery or a collection.
Order Palpa stickers from extra.palpa.fi or asiakaspalvelu@palpa.fi. Other packaging supplies can be ordered
from beverage suppliers, wholesalers or other packaging suppliers. Detailed instructions can be found on
Instructions for ordering packaging supplies.
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